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Name Sl. No Action needed 

Jiji 1 

Ensure 100% Bank linkage. Out of 65,000 non linked NHGs , only 500 have 

been linked till now. Within next 4 months the rest of the NHGs should be 

linked so that to attain 100 %  linkage before January. Also do a data 

analysis like caste , location etc and understand the situation why some 

NHGs are reluctant to avail bank loan 

 2 
2

nd
 time linkage – Find out those NHGs who have not taken loan for 2

nd
  

time. Ensure 100%  linkage in this category also within 4 months 

 3 Introduce a new MF  product and popularize that widely. 

 4 

Micro credit plan will be made applicable in all NHGs. Conduct Micro credit 

summit . Conduct survey , conducting block level MF clinic in convergence 

with banks and their financial institutions 

Nithya 1 

Analysis needs to be done with best performing NHGs and non performing 

NHGs and submit a detailed report to improve , internal lending , bank 

linkage etc. Try different possible methods to convert the mediocre NHGs to 

the best performing one. 

 2 

Nithya should do a debt swapping of NHGs. Some of the strategies are , 

should say that we have taken steps to avoid multiple lending of 10000 

NHGs , introduce Top up scheme , etc. Submit a debt swapping  plan 

 3 
Adopt different methods to reach out financial literacy campaign in all 

NHGs . Give publicity like , setting caller tunes , trolls , videos etc. 



Organization 

 

Name Sl. No Action needed 

Anish 1 
Ensure 100 % inclusion of all people into our network. Focus to be given to 

include all people especially below poverty line families like Sparsham 

 2 
100% revival of NHGs should be done within 4 months. If it is not possible 

state the reason for the non revival 

 3 

Prepare and submit a policy on Special NHGs. Conduct a drive and plan 

how we can scale up the activities? Is it possible to make linkage? Prepare a 

policy and roll out 

 4 

 Collect the details of convergence projects from the Panchayats and monitor  

the activities of those projects  Do the financial analysis of this year and 

ensure or do the needful to incorporate more funds in the Panchayat plans ( 

Triple times than this years). Also refer previous CC minutes and find out 

which all possible convergence can be made applicable for our Mission 

 5 

Complete the  targets such as ME Formation , NHG formation etc by using 

the leadership of coastal volunteers. After completing these tasks give them 

new targets 

Bijesh 1 100% training should be completed 

 2 

By January all below mentioned training should be completed 

 Panchayat Presidents Training 

 CDS Chairpersons training 

 Member Secretaries training 

 ADS committee Training 

 CDS Sub committee trainings 

 Accountant Training 

 3 
Using NHG members form a new disaster management force in convergence 

with State Disaster Management 

Devi 1 

Complete the process of NHG  , ADS , CDS gradation and select mentor 

NHG ADS and  CDS 

 

 2 
Conduct a meeting of all best NHGs and complete documentation of best 

practices of NHGs 

 3 

Conduct a study on CDS. Find out which is the best CDS and analyse the 

reason for their best performance and also analyse the reason for non 

performance. Identify the flaws and inculcate the best practices undertaking 

by performing CDS before January 

PO (Org) 1 

A 3 level of discussion should be conducted and present a detailed report 

regarding vision of Kudumbashree . Community should take the ownership, 

a policy change should be brought in.  


